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Abstract
We show a homotopy decomposition of the p-localized suspension 6M(p) of a
quasitoric manifold M by constructing power maps. As an application we investigate
the p-localized suspension of the projection  from the moment-angle complex onto
M , from which we deduce its triviality for p > dim M=2. We also discuss non-
triviality of (p) and 61 .
1. Introduction and statement of results
Manifolds which are now known as quasitoric manifolds were introduced by Davis
and Januszkiewicz [4] as a topological counterpart of smooth projective toric varieties,
and have been the subject of recent interest in the study of manifolds with torus action.
As well as toric varieties, quasitoric manifolds have been studied in a variety of con-
texts where combinatorics, geometry, and topology interact in a fruitful way. We refer
the reader to the exposition [2] written by Buchstaber and Panov for basics of quasi-
toric manifolds. This note studies a topological aspect of quasitoric manifolds involving
their p-localized suspension. A quasitoric manifold M over a simple n-polytope P is
by definition a 2n-manifold with a locally standard action of the compact n-torus T n
such that the orbit space M=T n is identified with the simple polytope P as manifolds
with corners. A fundamental example of quasitoric manifolds is the complex project-
ive space CPn which is the only quasitoric manifold over the n-simplex, whereas there
are several quasitoric manifolds on the same simple polytope in general. Observe that
since CPn admits power maps, the p-localization of the suspension 6CPn(p) splits into
a wedge of p   1 spaces as in [6]. We prove that any quasitoric manifold also admits
power maps, and as a consequence the p-localization of its suspension splits into a
wedge of p   1 spaces.
Theorem 1.1. For a quasitoric manifold M there is a homotopy equivalence
6M(p) ' X1 _    _ X p 1
such that for each i , QH

(X i I Z) D 0 unless   2i C 1 mod 2(p   1).
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As a corollary we get a kind of rigidity of quasitoric manifolds over the same
polytope, which also follows from a more general result Proposition 3.3.
Corollary 1.2. Let M , N be quasitoric manifolds over the same simple n-polytope.
For p > n there is a homotopy equivalence
6M(p) ' 6N(p).
To a simplicial complex K we can assign a space ZK which is called the moment-
angle complex for K (see [4, 2]). The fundamental construction involving quasitoric
manifolds is that every quasitoric manifold over a simple polytope P is obtained by
the quotient of a certain free torus action on the moment-angle complex ZK (P), where
K (P) denotes the boundary of the dual simplicial polytope of P . Then for a quasitoric
manifold M over P the projection  W ZK (P) ! M is of particular importance. We
investigate the p-localization of the suspension of this projection through the p-local
stable splitting of Theorem 1.1. Let K be a simplicial complex on the vertex set V .
Recall from [1] that there is a homotopy equivalence
(1.1) 6ZK '
_
;¤IV
6
jI jC2
jK I j
where K I denotes the full subcomplex of K on the vertex set I  V , i.e. K I D { 2
K j   I }, and jK I j means the geometric realization of K I . We identify the map
6(p) W 6(ZK (P))(p) ! 6M(p) through the homotopy equivalences of Theorem 1.1 and
(1.1). Note that if P has m facets, then the vertex set of K (P) is [m] WD {1, : : : , m}.
Theorem 1.3. Let M be a quasitoric manifold over a simple polytope P with m
facets. Then through the homotopy equivalences of Theorem 1.1 and (1.1), the map
6(p) W 6(ZK (P))(p) ! 6M(p) is identified with a wedge of maps
_
;¤I[m]
jI ji mod p 1
(6jI jC2jK (P)I j)(p) ! X i .
for i D 1, : : : , p   1.
Corollary 1.4. Let M be a quasitoric manifold over a simple n-polytope P. For
p > n, the map 6(p) W 6(ZK (P))(p) ! 6M(p) is null homotopic.
We also discuss necessity of suspension and localization for triviality of the pro-
jection  W ZK (P) ! M in Corollary 1.4. Consider the complex projective space CP1 as
a quasitoric manifold. Then the projection  is the Hopf map S3 ! CP1, so neither
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6
1
 nor (p) for any p is null homotopic. We will discuss this problem for more
general quasitoric manifolds.
The authors are grateful to Kouyemon Iriye and Shuichi Tsukuda for useful
comments.
2. Cohomology of quasitoric manifolds
This section collects basic properties of the cohomology of quasitoric manifolds
which will be used later. Let P be a simple n-polytope, and let M be a quasitoric
manifold over P . Put fi (P) to be the number of (n   i   1)-dimensional faces of P
for i D  1, 0, : : : , n  1. The h-vector of P is defined by (h0(P), : : : , hn(P)) such that
for k D 0, : : : , n,
hk(P) D
k
X
iD0
( 1)k i

n   i
n   k

fi 1(P).
It is known that the module structure of the cohomology of M is described by the
h-vector of P , implying that the module structure depends only on P .
Proposition 2.1 (Davis and Januszkiewicz [4, Theorem 3.1] (cf. [2])). Let M be
a quasitoric manifold over P. Then we have
H odd(MI Z) D 0
and
H 2i (MI Z)  Zhi (P).
Let K be a simplicial complex on the vertex set [m]. The moment-angle complex
ZK is defined by
ZK WD
[
2K
D( ) ( (D2)m)
where D( ) D {(x1, : : : , xm) 2 (D2)m j jxi j D 1 whenever i   } and D2 is regarded as
the unit disk of C. Then the canonical action of T m on (D2)m restricts to the action of
T m on ZK . Let M be a quasitoric manifold over a simple n-polytope P with m facets.
Then we may regard the vertex set of K (P) is [m]. As in [4, 2], M is obtained by
quotienting out the moment-angle complex ZK (P) by a certain free T m n-action which
is the restriction of the canonical T m-action. Then there is a homotopy fibration
(2.1) ZK (P)  ! M  ! BT m n .
One easily sees that ZK (P) is 2-connected (cf. [2]), hence the transgression
H 1(T m nI Z) ! H 2(MI Z) associated with the fibration T m n ! ZK (P)  ! M is an
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isomorphism. In particular the induced map  W H 2(BT m nIZ) ! H 2(MIZ) is an iso-
morphism. It is also known as in [4, Theorem 4.14] (cf. [2]) that the cohomology ring
H(MI Z) is generated by 2-dimensional elements. We record these properties of the
cohomology of M .
Proposition 2.2. Let M be a quasitoric manifold over a simple n-polytope P
with m facets.
(1) The transgression H 1(T m nIZ) ! H 2(MIZ) associated with the fibration T m n !
ZK (P)

 ! M is an isomorphism.
(2) The map  W H 2(BT m nI Z) ! H 2(MI Z) is an isomorphism.
(3) The cohomology ring H(MI Z) is generated by H 2(MI Z).
3. Proofs of the main results
Let P be a simple n-polytope with m facets, and let M be a quasitoric manifold
over P . We construct power maps of M . Let u be an integer. By the definition of
moment-angle complexes, the degree u self-map of S1 induces a self-map
-
u W ZK (P) !
ZK (P).
Lemma 3.1. There is a self-map
-
u W M ! M satisfying
-
u D uk W H 2k(MI Z) ! H 2k(MI Z),
where the uk means the multiplication by uk .
Proof. Since M is the quotient of the restriction of the canonical T m-action to a
certain subtorus, the map
-
u W ZK (P) ! ZK (P) induces a map
-
u W M ! M satisfying the
commutative diagram
T m n ZK (P) M
T m n ZK (P) M
 
!
-
u
 
!
 
!

 
!
-
u  !
-
u
 
!
 
!

where
-
u W T m n ! T m n is the product of the degree u map of S1. Then by Propos-
ition 2.2 and naturality of transgression, we see that the self-map
-
u W M ! M has the
desired property.
We now recall the result of [6], where we reproduce the proof in order to clarify
naturality. Let X be a CW-complex of finite type connected satisfying
(1) Hodd(X I Z) D 0 and Heven(X I Z) is free, and
(2) there is a self-map ' W X ! X satisfying '

D uk W H2k(X IZ) ! H2k(X IZ) for any
k  0, where u is an integer whose modulo p reduction is the primitive (p   1)th root
of unity of Z=p.
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Define a self map i W 6X ! 6X by i WD (6' u1)Æ  Æ4(6'   ui )Æ  Æ (6' u p 1)
for i D 1, : : : , p   1. Then (i ) W QH2kC1(6X I Z=p) ! QH2kC1(6X I Z=p) is trivial for
k ¥ i mod p   1 and is the isomorphism for k  i mod p   1. Put
X i D hocolim{6X (p)
i
 ! 6X (p)
i
 ! 6X (p)
i
 !    }.
Then it is easy to check that X i is p-locally of finite type and
QH2kC1(X i I Z=p) D
(
QH2kC1(6X I Z=p), k  i mod p   1,
0, k ¥ i mod p   1
such that the canonical map 6X (p) ! X i induces the projection in mod p homology.
Then the composite 6X (p) ! 6X (p)_  _6X (p) ! X1_  _ X p 1 is an isomorphism
in mod p homology, hence an isomorphism in homology with coefficient Z(p) since
spaces on both sides are p-locally of finite type, where the first arrow in the composite
is defined by using the suspension comultiplication. Therefore by the J.H.C. Whitehead
theorem we obtain:
Lemma 3.2 (Mimura, Nishida and Toda [6]). Let X and X i be as above. There
is a homotopy equivalence
6X (p) ' X1 _    _ X p 1
such that QH

(X i I Z=p) D 0 unless   2i C 1 mod 2(p   1) for i D 1, : : : , p   1.
We now prove the main results.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Combine Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Recall that M is of dimension 2n. Apply Theorem 1.1
to M , then we get 6M(p) ' X1 _    _ X p 1. If p > n, the space X i is torsion free
in homology over Z(p) and satisfies QH(X i I Z=p) D 0 unless  D 2i C 1. Then since
X i is simply connected, X i is a wedge of S2iC1(p) , where the number of spheres is the
2i-dimensional Betti number of M which is equal to hi (P) by Proposition 2.1. So
we obtain a homotopy equivalence 6M(p) '
Wp 1
iD1
Whi (P) S2iC1(p) . We can get the same
homotopy equivalence for N as well, and therefore the proof is completed.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Define a map i W 6ZK (P) ! 6ZK (P) by i D (6
-
u u1)Æ
   Æ
3(6
-
u   ui ) Æ    Æ (6
-
u   u p 1) for i D 1, : : : , p   1, where u is an integer whose
modulo p reduction is the primitive (p   1)th root of unity of Z=p. Put
Yi D hocolim
{
6(ZK (P))(p)
i
 ! 6(ZK (P))(p)
i
 ! 6(ZK (P))(p)
i
 !   
}
.
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By naturality of the homotopy equivalence (1.1) with respect to self-maps of S1 [1,
Theorem 2.10], the self-map
-
u W 6ZK (P) ! 6ZK (P) is identified with a wedge of the
degree ujI j maps
ujI j W 6jI jC2jK (P)I j ! 6jI jC2jK (P)I j
for ; ¤ I  [m]. Then we have Yi D
W
;¤I[m]
jI ji mod p 1
6
jI jC2
jK (P)I j and the canonical
map 6(ZK (P))(p) ! Yi is the projection similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.2. So
the composite 6(ZK (P))(p) ! 6(ZK (P))(p) _    _ 6(ZK (P))(p) ! Y1 _    _ Yp 1 is a
homotopy equivalence, where the first map is defined by the suspension comultiplication
and the second map is a wedge of the canonical maps into the homotopy colimits. On
the other hand, by Lemma 3.1 there is a commutative diagram
6ZK (P) 6ZK (P)
6M 6M
 
!
i
 
!
6
 
!
6
 
!
i
where i is as above. Then there are maps i W Yi ! X i satisfying a commutative
diagram
6(ZK (P))(p) Y1 _    _ Yp 1
6M(p) X1 _    _ X p 1
 
!
6(p) !
 
!
 
!
1__p 1
 
!
where the horizontal arrows are the prescribed homotopy equivalences. Thus the proof
is completed.
Proof of Corollary 1.4. Since p > n, the map 6(p) W 6(ZK (P))(p) ! 6M(p) is
identified with a wedge of the maps
W
I[m],jI jDi (6jI jC2jK (P)I j)(p) !
W
S2iC1(p) for i D
1, : : : , p 1. If dim K (P)I D jI j 1, then K (P) is a simplex, so jK (P)I j is contractible.
Then
W
I[m],jI jDi 6
jI jC1
jK (P)I j is homotopy equivalent to a CW-complex of dimension
at most 2i , completing the proof.
We close this section by showing a general homotopy theoretical property of finite
complexes consisting only of even cells from which Corollary 1.2 also follows since
there are cell decompositions of quasitoric manifolds only by even dimensional cells.
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a finite dimensional simply connected finite complex
consisting only of 0 and odd cells. If p > n, then X (p) is homotopy equivalent to a
wedge of p-localized odd spheres.
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Proof. Induct on the skeleta of X . We may assume the 1-skeleton is a point
since X is simply connected, so the claim is trivially true for the 1-skeleton. Sup-
pose that X (2k 1)(p) '
Wk 1
iD1
Wmi S2iC1(p) . Then the attaching maps of (2k C 1)-cells of
X (p) are identified with maps S2k !
Wk 1
iD1
Wmi S2iC1(p) . By the Hilton–Milnor theorem,

 
Wk 1
iD1
Wmi S2iC1(p)

is homotopy equivalent to a weak product of the loop spaces of
p-local odd spheres of dimension  3. Then since p > k and 2 j (S2lC1)(p) D 0 for
j < lC p 1, the attaching maps are null homotopic, hence the induction proceeds.
4. Non-triviality of the projection 
Let M be a quasitoric manifold over an n-polytope P and let  W ZK (P) ! M de-
note the projection. By Corollary 1.4, 6(p) is trivial for p > n. So one would ask
whether (p) and 61 are trivial or not. This section shows non-triviality of (p) and
examines non-triviality of 61 for quasitoric manifolds over a product of simplices
and low dimensional quasitoric manifolds. We first consider the p-localization.
Proposition 4.1. The p-localization (p) is not null homotopic for any prime p.
Proof. Recall that there is a homotopy fibration (2.1). Then if (0) were null
homotopic, we would have T m n(0) ' (ZK (P))(0)  M(0), implying that ZK (P) is ration-
ally contractible since it is simply connected [2, Corollary 6.19]. On the other hand,
ZK (P) is a compact simply connected mCn-dimensional manifold without boundary by
[2, Lemma 6.2]. Then ZK (P) is not rationally contractible, a contradiction. Therefore
(0) is not null homotopic, completing the proof.
We next consider non-triviality of 61 for quasitoric manifolds over a product
of simplices. We start with the easiest case. Recall that the complex projective space
CPn is the only quasitoric manifold over the n-simplex 1n , and that the projection 
is the canonical map S2nC1 ! CPn . Then since the cofiber of  is CPnC1 whose top
cell does not split after stabilization, one sees that 61 is not null homotopic. We
here record this almost trivial fact.
Lemma 4.2. The projection  W ZK (1n) ! CPn is not null homotopic after
stabilization.
It is helpful to recall the fact on moment-angle complexes regarding products of
simple polytopes. For simple polytopes P1, P2 the product P1  P2 is also a simple
polytope and K (P1 P2) D K (P1)K (P2), the join of K (P1) and K (P2). By definition
we have ZK (P1P2) D ZK (P1)K (P2) D ZK (P1)ZK (P2), and in particular ZK (P1) is a retract
of ZK (P1P2). We prove a simple lemma needed later.
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Lemma 4.3. Let P be a simple polytope, and let M be a quasitoric manifold
over P  1k . If there is a map q W M ! CPk satisfying a homotopy commutative
diagram
ZK (P1k ) ZK (1k )
M CPk ,
 
!
proj
 
!

 
!

 
!
q
then the projection  W ZK (P1k ) ! M is not null homotopic after stabilization.
Proof. Since ZK (1k ) is a retract of ZK (P1k ), it follows from Lemma 4.2 that
6
1(q Æ ) is not null homotopic. Therefore since 61(q Æ ) D 61q Æ 61 , the
proof is completed.
There is a class of quasitoric manifolds over a product of simplices called gener-
alized Bott manifolds which have been intensively studied in toric topology. See [3]
for details. By definition a generalized Bott manifold B over 1n1     1nl satisfies
a commutative diagram
ZK (1n11nl ) ZK (1n11nl 1 )    ZK (1n11n2 ) ZK (1n1 )
Bl Bl 1    B2 B1
 
!
 
!

 
!
 
!

 
!
 
!
 
!

 
!

 
!
ql
 
!
ql 1
 
!
q2
 
!
q1
where the upper horizontal arrows are the projections. Since B1 D CPn1 , we get the
following by Lemma 4.3
Corollary 4.4. If B is a generalized Bott manifold over 1n1     1nl , then the
projection  W ZK (1n11nl ) ! B is not null homotopic after stabilization.
In order to examine non-triviality of 61 for quasitoric manifolds other than Bott
manifolds, we give a cohomological generalization of Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.5. Let X be a space such that H 2(X I Z) D Zhx1, : : : , xki and
H odd(X IZ=p) D 0, and let F be the homotopy fiber of a map  D (x1, : : : , xk) W X !
BT k . Suppose the following conditions hold:
(1) There are x 2 H 2l 2i (BT k I Z=p) and transgressive a 2 H 2l 1(F I Z=p) such that
 (a) D (x)
for some degree 2i Steenrod operation  .
(2) There is a map f W S2l 1 ! F such that f (a) ¤ 0 in mod p cohomology.
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Then the stabilization of the fiber inclusion F ! X is not null homotopic.
Proof. Let i W F ! X and j W X ! CiÆ f denote the inclusions, where Cg means
the mapping cone of a map g. Then there is a commutative diagram
0 H 2l 1(S2l 1I Z=p) H 2l(CiÆ f I Z=p) H 2l(X I Z=p) 0
H 2l 1(F I Z=p) H 2l(X, F I Z=p) H 2l(BT k I Z=p)
 
!
 
!
Æ  
!
j
 
!
 
!
Æ
 
! f   ! Nf 
 
!


 
!


with exact top row, where Nf W CiÆ f ! Ci denotes the map induced by idX and f . Put
Nx D Nf  Æ (x). Since  (a) D (x), we have ( Nx) D Nf  Æ ((x)) D Æ Æ f (a) ¤ 0.
Then we see that any splitting of the top row
H(CiÆ f I Z=p)  A  h( Nx)i, A  H(X I Z=p),
as modules implies that (A)  A by Nx 2 A. If 61i were null homotopic, we would
have (A) A which contradicts to the above calculation, so 61i is not null homotopic.
We apply Lemma 4.5 to quasitoric manifolds over a product of two simplices which
are not necessarily generalized Bott manifolds.
Proposition 4.6. If M is a quasitoric manifold over 1k 1n k and neither kC2
nor n   k C 2 is a power of 2, then 61 is not null homotopic.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2 we may assume 0 < k < n. It follows from Proposition 2.2
that H 2(MI Z) is a free abelian group with a basis Nx , Ny. Let  W M ! BT 2 be the
classifying map of the principal bundle T 2 ! ZK (P) ! M , and put  D ( Nx , Ny) W M !
BT 2. Then by Proposition 2.2 there is a self map h of BT 2 satisfying  ' h Æ ,
so it is sufficient to show that the inclusion of the homotopy fiber of  is not null
homotopic by applying Lemma 4.5. By [3] the mod 2 cohomology of M is given by
H(MI Z=2) D Z=2[x , y]=(xk0 lC1(x C y)l , yn k0C1)
for some l  0, where k 0 D k or k 0 D n   k and x , y are the mod 2 reduction of Nx ,
Ny respectively. Choose t 2 H 2(BT 2I Z=2) satisfying (t) D y. Let r be the largest
integer satisfying n   k 0 C 1 > 2r   1. Then since n   k 0 C 2 is not a power of 2, we
have (n   k 0 C 1)   (2r   1)  2r   1, so we get   2r 1(n k0C1) (2r 1)

¥ 0 mod 2 by Lucas’
theorem. Thus we obtain
Sq2{(n k0C1) (2r 1)}t2r 1 D

2r   1
(n   k 0 C 1)   (2r   1)

tn k
0
C1
D tn k
0
C1
.
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Since ZK (1k1n k ) D S2kC1  S2(n k)C1, there is a spherical a 2 H 2(n k
0)C1(ZK (1k1n k )I
Z=2) satisfying  (a) D tn k0C1 for a degree reason. Therefore the proof is done.
We next specialize Lemma 4.5 for applications to low dimensional quasitoric
manifolds.
Proposition 4.7. Let M be a quasitoric manifold. If there is non-zero x 2
H 2(MI Z=2) satisfying x2 D 0, then 61 is not null homotopic.
Proof. It is sufficient to check that the conditions of Lemma 4.5 are satisfied.
Let P be a polytope on which M stands. Since ZK (P) is 2-connected, there is a 2
H 3(ZK (P)I Z=2) satisfying  (a) D t2, where t 2 H 2(BT m nI Z=2) satisfies (t) D x .
Then for t2 D Sq2t , the condition (1) of Lemma 4.5 is satisfied. We also have that
the Hurewicz map 3(ZK (P)) ! H3(ZK (P)I Z) is an isomorphism, so any element of
H 3(ZK (P)I Z=2) is spherical. Then the condition (2) of Lemma 4.5 is satisfied, and
therefore the proof is done.
We now apply Proposition 4.7 to low dimensional quasitoric manifolds.
Corollary 4.8. If M is a 4-dimensional quasitoric manifold, then 61 is not
null homotopic.
Proof. Suppose that the quasitoric manifold M stands over a 2-polytope P . If
P D 12, the corollary follows from Lemma 4.2 since CP2 is the only quasitoric mani-
fold over 12. If P ¤ 12, then P is a k-gon for k  4, hence h2(P) D 1 < k   2 D
h1(P). Then it follows from Proposition 2.1 that dim H 4(MI Z=2) < dim H 2(MI Z=2),
implying that there must be non-zero x 2 H 2(MI Z=2) satisfying x2 D 0. Thus the
proof is completed by Proposition 4.7.
REMARK 4.9. We here remark that h1(P) D h2(P) by the Dehn–Sommerville
equation for dim P D 3 and h1(P)  h2(P) for dim P > 3 by the g-theorem (cf. [2]),
so the argument in the proof of Corollary 4.8 does not work for dim P  3.
Corollary 4.10. If M is a quasitoric manifold over the 3-cube, then 61 is not
null homotopic.
Proof. It is calculated in [3, 5] that the mod 2 cohomology of M is given by
H(MI Z=2) D Z=2[x , y, z]=(x2 C x(ay C bz), y2 C y(cx C dz), z2 C z(ex C f y))
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for a, b, c, d, e, f 2 Z=2 satisfying
ac D d f D 0,






1 c e
a 1 f
b d 1






D 1.
We now suppose that w2 ¤ 0 for all non-zero w 2 H 2(MI Z=2). Then for x21 ¤ 0
we have (a, b) is either (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1). Consider the case (a, b) D (1, 0). That
a D 1 implies c D 0, so d D 1 since y2 ¤ 0. Then f D 0, implying e D 1 since z2 ¤
0. Hence we obtain





1 c e
a 1 f
b d 1





D





1 0 1
1 1 0
0 1 1





D 0, a contradiction. In the case (a, b) D
(0, 1), (1, 1) we can similarly get (c, d, e, f ) D (0, 1, 1, 0), so a contradiction occurs.
Thus there is non-zero w 2 H 2(MI Z=2) with w2 D 0, and therefore the proof is done
by Proposition 4.7.
For the last we dare to conjecture the following from Propositions 4.6, 4.7 and
Corollaries 4.4, 4.8 and 4.10.
CONJECTURE 4.11. For any quasitoric manifold M , 61 is not null homotopic.
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